Abstract
Introduction
This paper addresses the issue of how and where to create nodes of a topological model of a real environment. These nodes contain geometric local maps for a dual topological-metric model. While a single metric coordinate system is a natural way to map space and is effective over small areas, over large extents of space it becomes problematic. In particular, over large regions of space incremental position errors can accrue to cause large errors in the global coordinate system. This can occur even when beacons or landmarks are used to reduce odometry error.
In many cases, it is sufficient to create local coordinate frames only in selected regions, where odometny error must be minimized. Kuipers, for example, considers this problem in the context of building topological maps and proposes using rehearsal procedures to eliminate the effect of odometric errors 111. In our work, we are interested in mapping using a collection of local coordinate frames organized topologically [Z] . Where should we attempt to create a local metric map so that it will be accurate and effective? In this paper, we consider how to evaluate the local environment with respect to an arbitrary localization procedure. We show that we can develop a technique that predicts how appropriate a given region will be for localization (and hence for metric mapping). The specific method used to generate the local map is assumed to exist in advance. We incorporate this within mapping criteria to create a global map from a set of local maps.
Background
In order to perform accurate positioning, Dudek and Mackenzie [3] composed sonar based maps where explicit object models were constructed out of sonar reading distribution in space. The maps were used to determine robot pose by fitting new sensor data to the model. Dudek and Zhang [4] used a vision system to provide a feature based model of the environment. Position calibration was attained by interpolating through the extracted feature-pose space.
These (Figure 1 ). 
Islands of Reliability and Topology
In this work, the environment is represented by a set of accurate local maps. Each local mitp is built using its own local reference frame and modelling method. In theory, any sensory system and modelling method can be used to create a local map. The local maps are referred to as i s l a n d s of reliability. When the robot lies within the vicinity of an islatnd, it has the potential to perform local computational tasks involving real world data and stored data with accurate results. The environment is represented by a set of these islands where each island forms an inldependent computational component of the global map.
The islands of reliability are organized in a topological structure. They form nodes of a topological model of the world, i.e., a graph [l, 9, 21. M is the global map, composed of a set of nodes V and a set of edges E. A node vi corresponds to a local metric map L and the modelling type T used to build the local map. An edge ei corresponds to a set of instructions S describing the node connection, and a weight W .
By using separate local reference frames, we avoid the need to perform large-scale error integration. Metric data is gathered only at local areas. At each of these areas, data is mapped using a separate reference frame, forming independent local maps (islands of reliability). The global map consists of a set of these local maps distributed about the environment. The distribution depends on where relevant data exists. That is, where computational tasks involving real world data and a priori data need to be performed. Links between adjacent nodes are provided to describe the connectivity. These links may disconnect metric relations between the nodes. Nevertheless, it is not necessary to keep these relations since over large scales they are erroneous due to accumulated error.
Task Based Distinctiveness Measure
The topological-metric map, in the form of equation 1, decomposes the environment into qualitative and quantitative components. Without knowledge of what goal the map is intended for, a configuration for this model cannot be determined. Maps must be tagged with a task. Once the task is defined, the task itself can be decomposed into qualitative and quantitative components. The quantitative components (components requiring computations involving a priori metric data and real world data) and qualitative components (high level instructions not requiring a priori metric data of current environment features) define the configuration of the map. Areas relevant to the computational components are metrically mapped while the qualitative components define their relation.
The topological-metric model described is a general one and can be used for many different mapping goals. So long as the map is tagged with a task, we can decompose the environment at areas computationally relevant to the task and at uninteresting areas. Where those areas lie can be determined by a distinctiveness measure: Given a computational task, we can evaluate areas of the environment by examining if the task can be accomplished properly. Areas that show success are labelled with a high distinctiveness measure and areas that fail are labelled with a low distinctiveness measure.
Navigation Map
The first step in constructing the topological-metric model is to determine the constraints for the spatial distribution of the islands of reliability. This is done in relevance to the computational task they facilitate. In this case, the map we intend to build is a navigation map. In order to properly and safely navigate we should have the ability to localize. This fundamental computational task defines the islands of reliability as localization based maps. Hence, islands are placed at areas where the robot can localize.
It is possible to form the islands of reliability using different sensory systems and modelling methods. Furthermore, there exists many different localization techniques, each with their own strengths and weaknesses. Therefore, the formulation for the distinctiveness measure R may depend on the actual localization scheme and the island models. However, general guidelines can be provided in order to evaluate the environment and select distinctive regions. The general form of the distinctiveness measure R for localization can be described as the following:
where I represents the strength of the response of a sensing technique and AI represents the amount of spatial change of that response (which may be expressed as spatial constraint). f() is a function monotonically proportional to to I and AI. Qj is a quality measure specific to the properties of the localization technique and X j is a corresponding weight. That is, to successfully perform localization, there must be sufficient reliable information I subject to spatial variation AI along all degrees of freedom. The addition of ad-hoc quality measures Q j , specific to the technique, can improve region selection. However, most of the emphasis is on searching for areas with rich information subject to spatial change (areas providing enough information and low structural ambiguity). A good choice for f() is one of the form I * A I , taken along the degree of freedom with the minimum value. Hence, R is large if both I and AI are large in all degrees of freedom.
To complete the model, the topological connectivity of the islands must be defined. The edges form an important component, providing instruction to follow between adjacent nodes. The types of instructions required to accomplish our task are navigation ones. Hence, the edges must include descriptions that allow reliable navigation between connecting nodes, without use of an a-priori metric map. In this regard, the edge of a source node to a target node entail a set of control strategies that navigate the robot from a given position in the source frame to an estimated position in the target frame [l] . The robot can then localize in the target frame using the corresponding computational map dedicated for such a task.
Assuming consistency of error for an exploring robot, we can define the node placement criteria as follows:
where E is the estimated accumulated robot error, Emin is a predefined error bound, Ri is the distinctiveness measure for model type i and T, is the acceptable measure threshold for model type i. That is, when the exploring robot infers that it is lost (when E > E,,,) the robot attempts to build an island of reliability using the available models i. If the best distinctiveness measure R, normalized by the corresponding acceptance threshold T, is large enough, the island is inserted to the map. Otherwise, the robot continues exploring, searching for a good area. Note that the more lost the robot is the more sensitive it is to accept an island.
Local Map Perception
This section deals with the localization and modelling technique used to build the islands. The method used is sonar based and is described in the papers by G. Dudek In order to perform localization, a model is constructed of how sensory data varies as a function of the robots position. The model is built by fitting line primitives to sensory data. The line fitting method is done in several steps. First, a spatial clustering algorithm is employed to determine groups of neighbouring points that correspond to a potential line segment. Then, by using a line fitting procedure, a fitted line segment is used to model each cluster. This results is a line segment model as the environment representation.
The pose estimation problem is formulated as an optimization problem in terms of the extent map ex-plains observed measurements. It consists of translating over a correction vector to minimize the difference between new sensory data and existing linie segment; the correction vector is calculated as a weighted sum of the error vectors between new sensory dalta and existing wall segments.
Local Map Distinctiveness Measure Criteria
A good distinctiveness measure for the sonar based technique is one that rates highly areas well constrained by near line segments of significant length. Furthermore, it is desirable that the line model shows similar orthogonal constraints for both D.O.F., allowing equal localization confidence and keeping the error bound round. In the extreme case, parallel lines would result in ambiguities along one dimensions and will not provide enough information to adapt the ful.1 potential of the localization method. For the line model method, the distinctiveness measure R at a point p = ( s ,~) over a square area ( 2~)~ can be calculated its:
C l and CII represent f() in equation 2 along two orthogonal D.O.F. Q is a quality measure constraining the localization confidence to remain circular. It is based on the ratio of C l and CII, rating the equality of localization confidence about both dimensions. We integrate over a rectangular area definela by e and normalize.
To describe CII and C l we must first derive I and AI in terms of the line model. It is easy t20 see that the amount of reliable information I is proportional to the amount of visible lines and their dlistance to the robot. Distant lines provide less reliable information than near ones. Furthermore, a line segment provides strong constraining information AI only along the normal. That is, an orthogonal position change with respect to the line guarantees a sensory measurement change. We define AI to be the orthogonal component of a sensed line segment.
For (8)
k is the decay constant that is determined by the range of sensor confidence.
Once the vector influence is computed €or all visible line segments, we choose a reference vector and determine the total number of components parallel and perpendicular to it. These components determine the magnitude of constraint along two orthogonal directions and are calculated as: To distinguish good valued from bad ones, we remap them using a sigmoid filter:
C I I ( P )
The cutoff threshold c and the decay rate m can be found empirically.
We compute a quality measure Q as:
Q ranges form 0 to 1 where 1 represents equal orthonormal constraints and 0 represents that only one D.O.F. is constraint.
Results and Discussion
In this section, we proceed in evaluating the distinctiveness measure by comparing localization error and distinctiveness measure. A good distinctiveness measure should show large values at areas with low error and low values at high error locations. We then construct the topological-metric model using the mapping criteria.
Sonar System Measure Evaluation
A line segment model was manually constructed providing the simulated environment shown in figure  3(b) . The distinctiveness measure for the model is plotted in figure 3(a) . These results were obtained with the neighbouring area E set to zero (such that measures consist of only a single point rather that an accumulation of a neighbourhood). It can be seen in the figures that long hallways and distant areas show low measures while regions with good orthogonal constraints (such as intersections and bounding areas) show high measures. Figure 3 (c) is a plot of the localization confidence. This plot was generated using a robot controller/simulator. At each position, simulated sonar data was collected, thereafter employing a position offset by a random S ranging 10-15 cm. The localization technique was then used to output the position estimation. The error was the difference between the initial position to the estimated one. Confidence is simply c -error where c is some constant,.
We can seen how the confidence plot is consistent with the distinctiveness measure. Low confidence valleys match the low measure valleys, where there are not enough constraints. Figure 2 shows the accumu- One significant difference between the plots is that the localization confidence exhibits sharp drops while the distinctiveness measure undergoes smooth decays. This is due to the fact that the localization technique is only accurate within a region of convergence. Once the robot moves beyond that region the solution becomes completely incorrect; there is a narrow midground. The analytic distinctiveness measure, on the other hand, is a smooth continuous function. Hence, the variational inconsistencies between the plots are consistent with the theory.
Keeping this in mind, a mapping threshold can be determined by the intersection point of the distinctiveness measure and the confidence cutoff region. Areas where the measure is less than the threshold are not reliable and should not be mapped but areas displaying larger measures are good candidates. Furthermore, the filter parameters can be determined more accurately by forming an optimization criterion minimizing the residual plot. Searching the parameter space to minimize the difference between distinctiveness measure and localization confidence can improve results.
Mapping with Line Segment Model
The goal of this experiment was to explore an environment and follow the mapping criterion (equation 3) to build a topological-metric representation as in equation 1. A large scale simulated environment was built using the robot controller/simulator. A simulated robot explored the environment using a pre-defined set of control strategies extracted from a simple hall following procedure [ll] . (Although, more complex and autonomous exploration strategies may be used.)
The robot is begins at a starting node and follows the control strategies. Once the robot infers it is lost, it attempts to to build a line segment model (a node). The node building routine is a simple one that collects data at four corners within the visibility range.
(More advanced node building routines can easily be incorporated to the structure.) While collecting data, the robot intermittently calculates the distinctiveness measure to check the region. If the region is acceptable, the new node is added to the map, with a link to the previous node and the control strategies that were followed. Figure 4 (a) shows the simulated environment and the exploration path and figure 4(b) shows the topological-metric map. It can be seen that the robot built nodes at well constrained areas. Areas such as hallways were not included in the map since they lack in information along one degree of freedom.
The topological-metric model ( figure 4(b) ) shows the line segment models within the nodes. Each node represents a separate local map with its own co-ordinate system, no global reference is used. The spatial arrangement of nodes in the figure are only set for clarity. The links between nodes in the figure describe the topology and include a compilation of the control strategies used in the exploration step.
Each control strategy is initiated at coordinates ( 2 , y, 0 ) = (O,O, 0) in the corresponding reference frame. Therefore, to navigate from node to node, the robot must first localize at (O,O, 0) then folliow the control instructions. The control strategies used form a simple approach for traversing the environment. Although they are not purely qualitative controls, they do form instructions that navigate the robot from one node to the next without the need of a priori data gathered at the links. Furthermore, they can be replaced by purely qualitative high level controls strategies such as follow wall to next node (or such as those listed in [l] ).
The experiment was also executed in a rleal environment. Figurer 5(a) shows a real environment and 5(b) shows the topological-metric representation of that environment. Table 1 contains the links of the topological map. The robot was set to extract the first 3 nodes of the hallways near our laboratory. 
Conclusion
This paper describes an important step in the creation of large scale maps that combine both metric and topological knowledge. Specifically, we describe how the locations of individual localization regions or islands of reliability can be selected using a distinctiveness measure. The distinctiveness measure showed consistency with localization confidence, making it a good measure of environment quality for localization. We then examine the mapping criterion using a simulated and a real environment to form the topologicalmetric map. The paper was put in context to high level mapping goals that requires the framework of environment evaluation.
